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UAS Services
The flexible way of operating UAS

UAS Consulting

Due to our extensive knowledge and experience in

setting up an UAS organization, we are in an unique

position to support clients by providing advice and

assistance through workshops and consultancy

activities. Together with the customer, we define a

customized solution that fits best the customer’s

organization and his needs. Furthermore we are able to

assist with questions of airspace integration and

airworthiness. Also we are able to assist in developing

and building up the infrastructure needed for operating

UAS.

UAS Support Centre

In case the customer decides to purchase an unmanned

aerial system but has not the intention of providing the

logistical support and the maintenance needed due to his

focus on the mission, we are able to set up an

customized UAS Support Center for covering these

aspects. ADAS has the capabilities to offer a full

maintenance service for UAS including line- and depot-

level maintenance. For customer owned systems the

UAS Support Center provides integrated logistical

support including Documentation, Obsolescence

Management, Spares/Repairs, Consumables and

Maintenance.

UAS Training Centre

ADAS is able to provide Training and Licensing for

maintenance- and service personnel, air vehicle

operators and payload operators. Training can either be

conducted for already experienced personnel or as

aviation training from the scratch.

UAS Operations

With the UA-System Operations Center ADAS offers an

overall service solution for operating UAS. The customer

defines his need for information. The UA-Systems

reconnaissance an carries out the mission in

Operation Center receives the orders for

full

responsibility. All activities such as maintenance, pre-

and post-flight-checks and of course the mission itself

are carried out by our personnel. The customer will get

the information he needs without taking any efforts in

purchasing, training or logistics.

Our Service-Portfolio at a glance:

• System Design

• Program Management

• Certification of Systems and Personnel

• Maintenance and Repair On Site

• Industry Maintenance and Repair

• Obsolescence and Upgrade Management

• Leasing of UAS Operation and Mission Support
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Mission Example
Operation of MALE UAS in Afghanistan

Since 2010, ADAS has contributed to the
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comprehensive situational awareness within the scope  of 

the networked command and control in Northern

Afghanistan by providing wide  

reconnaissance and surveillance

area real-time  

data for the

International Security Assistance Forces (ISAF).

Also known as the SAATEG program, these activities

were born out of the German Armed Forces’ urgent need

identified in 2009. The operational requirement called for

a MALE class unmanned aircraft system to be rapidly

deployed in theatre. ADAS promptly responded to this

need by offering a lease-operate-maintain service model

on the basis of 3 UAVs to best answer the request of its

customer. The scope also extended to the training of the

user and maintenance group as well as the certification

of the system and integration into ISAF operations.

ADAS successfully managed all these requirements

under the timeframe provided by the customer and

performed its first flight in March 2010 - 5 months after

the award of the contract. Since then, the system has

performed more than 30,000 flight hours (as of

September 2016) from Mazar-e-Sharif, in the North of

Afghanistan and has become a valuable asset to the

German Air Force and the ISAF operations and its

successor mission RESOLUTE SUPPORT (RS).

In daily operations, ADAS is responsible for the

provision, the pre-flight inspection, the taxiing and the

departure of the UAS. Once the take-off has been

conducted, control of the UAS is transferred to operator

of the German Air Force, which will then conduct the

mission.

After the mission, the UAS flies back to the airfield and

controls are handed back to ADAS personnel, which then

conducts the landing of the aircraft. Additionally, the

taxiing out, post-flight inspections as well as necessary

repair and overhaul duties are conducted by ADAS.

The spare part management is responsibility of ADAS,  

as well as conducting technical check flights.
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Within the timeframe of only 4 months from contract

signature to the beginning of in-theatre flight operations,

scope of ADAS was inter alia the training of the relevant

operators, lease of the equipment from IAI, organization

of the transport of all necessary equipment as well as

infrastructure and extension of the existing permit to fly

for the Heron 1 to the area of Mali.

From November 2016 on, ADAS has up to 20 employees

permanently on site in Gao, working hand in hand with

the German Armed Forces to support the MINUSMA

mission, providing more than 4,000 flight hours of long

endurance reconnaissance operations.

On 1 November, the operational flight operation officially

started with the unmanned aerial system Heron 1 from

the airport Gao in Mali. With the official first flight the

operation of the UAS started on time as planned by the

Bundeswehr.

Similar to the Heron 1 operator model in Afghanistan,

ADAS is responsible for the provision, maintenance and

overhaul of the system.

Mission Example
Operation of MALE UAS in Mali

After the decision of the German parliament to increase

their engagement in Mali to support the UN Mission

MINUSMA, ADAS has been approached by the German

Airforce to provide a solution for a strategic unmanned

reconnaissance. As a result, ADAS created a concept for

operation of the HERON1 in close collaboration with the

German Airforce, taking into account the excellent

experiences out of the SAATEG contract in Afghanistan.

After the contract has been signed in July 2016, the flight

operation started by November 2016 out of Gao.

First on 21 July, the Federal Office of Bundeswehr

Equipment, Information Technology and In-Service

Support (BAAINBw) and ADAS had signed an

agreement to this effect. The start of the flight operation

only 3,5 months later is therefore all the more

impressive.
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The first flight was an important step for the declaration

full operational capability (FOC). To achieve FOC, 3

aircrafts had to be stationed in Gao and reconnaissance

missions had to be carried out, focusing on the north-

east of the country in order to protect the citizens and

MINUSMA personnel as best as possible.

With a range of up to 800 kilometers of the Heron 1

system, the aerial reconnaissance of the German

contingent is significantly extended.

The reconnaissance results are made available to the

joint evaluation center of the MINUSMA Mission and

thus contribute to an increased security of all employees

involved in this UN deployment.

The German Armed Forces benefit from the

advantages of this operator model. In addition to a high

level of availability and flexible contract duration, the

Bundeswehr is able to concentrate on its core tasks.

Added to this is the full compatibility and interoperability

between partner nations. The operations of the Heron 1

in Afghanistan and now also in Mali contribute to the

building of competence within the Bundeswehr with a

view to future MALE UAS operations.
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